Protection and hygiene concept
of the Ortsgruppe 2 Berlin in the Klub für Terrier e. V. von 1894
We commit us to observe the following infection protection measures and hygiene rules as a protection of our members, helpers and participants against Covid-19.

Our contact person for the infection and hygiene protection:
Peter Bohrmann, Schichauweg 15a, 12307 Berlin
Phone: 030 74681263 or 0171 7948479

Mail: kontakt@kft-berlin.de

Type of event: Show and breeding confirmation for terriers
General


The breeding confirmation takes place in the hall. The character control takes place outside.



The rings are sufficient marked.



The possibility of a controlled entry to the show hall exists and is checked by a barcode,
which will be sent after closing date.



Entrance and exit are marked and separated.



There are notices at the entrance, which show how many persons are allowed at the same
time. Only 200 persons are allowed to enter the hall at the same time. (Determination through
barcodes – area of 2200 square meters) Tagging through colored wristbands.



Registrations are only accepted online. 1 to 2 possible companions have to be named online
too.



The judging of the dogs is defined by a concept of time so that there are no waiting lines. It
proceeds in groups.



The reports of the judges are handed over soon after the judging of the breed.



The catering is led by the owner of the area.



The rings are placed in the middle of the hall to observe the one-way system.

General hygiene measures


A current cleaning and disinfection plan exists.



The first aid equipment contains face masks and disposable gloves.
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All hygiene measures and rules are already communicated in written form to the members of the
Ortsgruppe and the participants during the registration.



There are attendance lists for all persons in compliance with data privacy, which are checked before
the entrance to retrace the chain of infection.



Persons with symptoms of disease like cough, sneeze or temperature are not allowed to enter the hall.
A control at the entrance is possible.



Face masks can be bought at the event.



Sanitizer is available in a fair amount.

Special hygiene measures


Sanitizer is provided at the entrance and exit.



All persons have to wear a convenient face mask.



A distance of 1,5 meters is guaranteed by streamers and signs.



The most important rules of conduct and hygiene are presented by notices.



Also everybody have to observe the minimum distance of 1,5 meters at the sanitary installations.



Liquid soap, paper towels and sanitizer are provided at the sanitary installations.

The observance of the measures is controlled by the above-named responsible person.

Our contact person for the registration:
Heike Topol
Mail: kontakt@kft-berlin.de

General


There are no honor competitions and no Paaren Winner Cup this year.



Registrations for breeding group, offspring group, pair class, junior handling and honor competitions
are not possible.



There is only an online catalog provided.



Registrations for the breeding confirmation have to be done through the online registration.



Registrations for companions have to be done through the online registration too.



Registrations with irregular information or missing mail addresses will be deleted.



The exhibitors are provided with current information through mail before the show starts.



Personal information is raised for contact tracing and will be deleted after 4 weeks.



Registrations are not transferable. Only registered persons have access.
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Payments are not possible at the show. If the money is not transferred, the registration will be deleted.

Our contact person for the hall plan:
Name:
Mail:

Hall plan


Observance of the one-way system – movement only in the direction of the arrows



Everybody have to follow the instructions. In case of violation, it is possible that the hall manager expel
persons from the hall. (Fines of the Landkreis Havelland apply.)



At all times, it is mandatory to wear a face mask.



Certificates of exemption will not be accepted. (The only exception is for verifiable deafness – statement during the registration)



The hall can only be entered through the entrance and left through the exit.



There will be access and exit control with an obligatory identification.



There can be only 200 persons in the hall at the same time. Control through barcode and wristband.
Also at the exit, the barcode will be controlled. If the hall will be re-entered, the barcode will be controlled again.



Emergency exits have to keep clear. In case of violation, a rebuke is also possible.



For the entrance of the rings, please look at the ring plan.



Regulations of Brandenburg for the dealing with Covid-19 apply.



Sanitizers are available at the entrance.



Fresh air with 20 degrees will be let in through the ceiling fan. There will be rush airing at several times.
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Our contact person for the ring plan:


Entrance to the ring only after call through the ring steward.



The ring can only be entered through the entrance and left through the exit.



Entrance to the ring only with a face mask.



Keep distance at the judging desk. Follow the instructions of the judge.



Controlling of the chip through the ring steward. The device will be disinfected after the usage.



If there will be several dogs in the same class, please keep distance with the aid of the markings.



If there will be more than 5 dogs, the class will be parted and judged consecutively. Twinge for CAC
and BOB will be called separately.



The running in the ring takes place counterclockwise.



Photos of the winner only if the others left the ring. Photos with the judge only with agreement.



Gained prices will be provided contactless at the exit of the ring.



After every breed, the reports will be soon ready for pick-up.



The build up of equipment like tables or chairs near the ring is forbidden.
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